Abstract: This paper deals with a class of linear-quadratic Gaussian control problems where there exist parameter uncertainties in both the state and observation equations. An activ e dual con trollaw is derived by using a variance minimization approach while an embedding scheme is proposed to overcome nonseparability in variance minimization and the degree of an active learning is determined by an entropy measure. A solution method is adopted to achiev ethe optimal open-loop feedback control for the resulting auxiliary problem by treating the true system with uncertain parameters as a composition of multiple ctitious systems with completely known parameters, while the amount of contribution from the state of each ctitious system to the overall performance index at each stage is determined by the current posterior probability.
INTRODUCTION
A class of linear-quadratic stochastic control systems with unknown parameters is considered in this paper. It is well known that an optimal control to this kind of problems should have dual e ects: to a ect the future behavior of the system such a s t o d r i v e the system tow ards some desired state and to perturb the system such as to reduce the future system uncertainty. Except for a few ideal situations, however, an optimal dual control law has not been achiev edin the current literature mainly due to a fact that certain nonlinear terms of the state estimation introduce a nonsep-arabilit yin the sense of dynamic programming. Since 1960s, extensive research e orts have been devoted to nd suboptimal dual control laws. The approaches can be classi ed into tw ocategories (Casiello and Loparo, 1989) : to obtain a suboptimal solution by approximating the dynamic programming equation, and to develop naive suboptimal controllers with a feature of passive learning. T oattach certain variance terms of the state or of the innovation process into the performance index or to use it as a constraint can force the con trol to perform active learning. Such solution proposals have been seen in the literature (Alster and Langer, 1974) (Wittenmark, 1975) (Milito et al., 1982) . These solution schemes, how ever, truncate the time horizon into shorter time periods of one stage, prompting a concern of possible myopic behaviors. A new variance minimization approach, which is applied to the whole time horizon under consideration, has been recen tly proposed by Li et al. (Li et al., 2002) to enable a nding of an optimal dual control law for a class of linear-quadratic stochastic control problems where parameter uncertainty exists in the observation equation. The variance minimization approach (Li et al., 2002 ) is extended in this paper to discretetime linear-quadratic stochastic control problems where unknown parameters exist in both the state and observation equations. An embedding scheme is proposed to overcome nonseparability in variance minimization. The degree of the active learning is determined by a n e n tropy measure. In order to solve t h e resulting auxiliary parametric problem, a solution method is adopted to treat the true system with uncertain parameters as a composition of multiple ctitious systems with completely known parameters. The amount of contribution from the state of each ctitious system to the overall performance index at each stage is determined by the current posterior probability.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the following class of linear-quadratic stochastic optimal control problems where there exist parameter uncertainties in both the state and the observation equations,
where x (k) 2 R n is the state, u (k) 2 R m is the control, y (k) 2 R p is the measured output, and I 0 is the initial information set that includes information about the probability distribution of the initial state x(0), the statistics of the random sequences fw(k)g and fv(k)g, and the initial probability distribution of the unknown parameter . fw (k)g and fv (k)g are two independent Gaussian white noises where (Casiello and Loparo, 1989) . De nex(k) t o be the conditional mean at stage k, x(k) = E x(k)jI k and it can be obtained bŷ
Optimal solution to problem (P ) has not been achieved in the current literature due to an analytical complexity in the cost-to-go function when applying dynamic programming. Essentially, this analytical complexity is mainly caused by certain nonlinear terms of the state estimation which are nonseparable in the sense of dynamic programming. A passive learning algorithm (DUL Algorithm) has been proposed for (P) by Deshpande et al. (Deshpande et al., 1973) . Assigning the current posterior probabilities as the weighting coe cients, the control law in the DUL Algorithm i s a w eighting sum of the optimal control laws for s di erent models. It is a passive learning algorithm because the control does not probe.
AN ACTIVE-LEARNING DUAL CONTROL ALGORITHM|VARIANCE MINIMIZATION APPROACH
A degree of success of an active learning can be measured by the variance of the nal state. Therefore minimizing a variance term of the nal state will add a feature of active learning to the derived control law. In this section, we consider a modi ed problem (M a ( )) in which a v ariance term at the nal stage is attached to the performance index of (P ),
Parameter 2 0 1) i s a w eighting coe cient o f active learning. A larger implies that the more importance has been placed on active learning. Problem (M a ( )) is di cult to be solved directly, since its corresponding recursive equation of dynamic programming involves certain nonlinear terms of the state estimation which i n troduces a nonseparability in the sense of dynamic programming. In order to overcome this di culty, a solution scheme is adopted to embed problem (M a ( )) into a tractable auxiliary problem whose optimal open-loop feedback control can be found. Solving the auxiliary problem and investigating the relationship between the solution sets of problem (M a ( )) and the auxiliary problem, the optimal control of problem (M a ( )) can be identi ed.
De ne S(N) = Q(N) + I, the performance index of (M a ( )) can be written as The following auxiliary parametric problem is now constructed for problem (M a ( )) with a xed multiplier vector r 2 R n , 
Combining (2) and (4) yields J j fû(k)g < J j fu (k)g which contradicts the assumption that fu (k)g is an optimal open-loop feedback control of the problem (M a ( )).
2
The implication of Theorem 1 is that any optimal open-loop feedback solution to problem (M a ( )) is in the set of optimal open-loop feedback solutions to auxiliary problem (A(r )). Note that the auxiliary problem is strictly convex with respect to fu(k)g. Thus the optimal open-loop feedback solution to problem (A(r )) is unique for a given r. As a result, if r satis es the optimal condition in (1), then the optimal open-loop feedback c o ntrol to (A(r )) is also the optimal open-loop feedback c o n trol to (M a ( )).
OPTIMAL OPEN-LOOP FEEDBACK CONTROL FOR THE AUXILIARY PARAMETRIC PROBLEM AND DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL PARAMETER
In this section a solution scheme is adopted to nd the optimal open-loop feedback control for (A(r )). De ne for i = 1 , 2 , : : : , s, Then the following is obvious, Thus the open-loop feedback c o n trol problem for (A(r )) at stage 0 is as follows, 
2 (kjk) : : : x 0 s (kjk)] 0 . T h e solution to (OFC( )) can be obtained by dynamic programming. We give the results in the following theorem while omitting the proof.
Theorem 2. For a given r, the optimal control of the auxiliary problem (OFC( )) is u (k) = ;; 1 (k)X(k) + ; 2 (k) r (5) where for k = N ; 1 N ; 2 : : : 1 0,
with the boundary conditions T(N) = 0 and L(N) = I.
Recall from Theorem 1 that the optimal openloop feedback c o n trol to problem (A(r )) is also the optimal openloop feedback control to problem (M a ( )) when condition (1) where H(k) = q 1 (k)I n q 2 (k)I n : : : q s (k)I n ]. Substitute (7) into the control law (5), an optimal open-loop feedback control of problem (M a ( )) at stage k, u (k), can be obtained.
We have derived in the above discussion an optimal open-loop feedback control for problem (M a ( )) with a xed value of . The next natual question to be answered is how to determine the value of which represents a degree of importance of active learning. As the entropy is a measure of uncertainty, w e propose in our solution algorithm to assign the value of on-line at stage k to be propotional to the entropy of the probability distribution of at stage k, i.e., dual control law d e v eloped in this paper is applied to this problem. The value of the performance index of the proposed dual control law is compared with those of the DUL's passive dual control law and of the optimal control with the parameters known. The latter serves as a reference of an unachievable lower bound. The value of , the weighting coe cient of active learning, is chosen as the entropy associated with the probability distribution of . One hundred Monte Carlo runs were performed. The average values of the performance index of the optimal control with the parameters known, the DUL algorithm and the proposed active dual control algorithm outlined in the previous section are 933.8578, 977.5937, and 934.9604, respectively. A s expected, the proposed dual control algorithm performs much better than the DUL algorithm in average. From the computational experiences of this example and some other examples, we can conclude that the learning rate of the proposed active dual control is much higher than that of the passive DUL algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
A variance minimization approach is proposed in this paper to obtain an active dual control law for discrete-time linear-quadratic stochastic control systems with parameter uncertainties in both the state and observation equations. The proposed method leads to a simple and intuitively appealing controller whose performance appears quite promising.
